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TIGERM Comment Corner! – Busy & Happy!
(THIRD ISSUE IN SERIES )
Well heya! =D Happy Saint Patrick’s Day to You! Very glad to be writing on Saint Patrick’s Day 2014! ^_^
The month of February (the month this Journal Series covers) was not very frequent with the comments.
Although I did indeed make it an honest desire to leave comments each time that I did anything that had
a comment box – the month of February honestly was certainly full of a great deal of offline activity. =)
It would appear that this life around the decisions of the Galaxy has designated hard-core college level
study and this has consumed a considerable amount of time. The completion of paperwork to validate
my time spent in-taking “tracked education” (i.e. college credits) and allocating it to programs of study
(for worse or better =) For better I personally like to think ^_^) alongside music production, video game
development, as well as film and soundtrack opportunities dotted the month of February 2014 on the
path of this soul  And so – this month – only TWO comments were left. Albeit LENGTHY comments.
Both comments were honestly on the OurStorical change that has taken place over the past couple of
decades. Both were allocated to antics and comedic moments as shared by a certain television show
host who had it not been for modern technology and my mother’s verbally shared love via phone for
“The Tonight Show” as well as “60 Minutes” – and YouTube’s advertisements (for worse or better) – I
wouldn’t have ever heard was taking place. In addition – also speaking with sponsors and continuing
lessons at Film School so if You would like to follow where I’ve been online – check mu’h Hyperlink
Journals Series! ^_^ Few visits over the month of February that lead to comments – apologies. ^_^
On the Hobby side of things, I’ve REALLY gotten into several 8-Bit and 16-Bit Nintendo NES and SEGA
Genesis emulated games. =) Grew up with a lot of ‘em and it feels good to be clearing some of them at
this point-in-time – without the random “Freezes” and sudden restarts. ^_^ Beyond the gaming, have
done quite a bit with music – a little secret for now on several musical adventures currently in-line for
release (both professional and platonically-driven =), however, will give more details soon! 
Currently doing some background updates on TIGERM.NET as well as keeping the proverbial “upkeep”
on the personal physical life. As for this Journal, completed much of the graphic artwork today for the
cover and content although “February 21st, 2014” is indeed the ONLY DAY I left any comments online.
The same pattern may continue for a bit. Right now, this Journal is completely unscripted and there is no
“Follow Schedule” or anything like that for entries. Pretty much, when a comment is left online, then in
this Journal too it is shared. In the near future (and You will be let known when), going to “backtrack”
and share the comments that had been left prior to 2014. However, outside of professional writing and
artwork – little time seems to be reserved for hobby-driven commenting and digital world socializing.
However, please do expect to continue to receive this Journal and Hyperlink Journal each month =)
Once again, Happy Saint Patrick’s Day to You! Stay Awesome! =) And Stay YOU! =D
Please Enjoy These Memories Also Feel Free To Participate In The Conversations Yourself Too! ^_^
Forever In Love With All That Which Exists,
(That Which Is Seen & Unseen, Known & Unknown)
- Writer, Artist, Musician, DJ, Producer, Eternal Student & Being of Existence,
-Tiger M. Gales aka P.E.F. – WAM! DJ, TIGER M! ^_~* [Saint Patrick’s Day 2014!! =) Monday!]
th
-10:43 PM (March 17 , 2014) [Eastern Standard Time, North-of-Equator, U.S.A.]
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February 21st, 2014 Begins! =D
*****

Stream 76 [page 1.] (TIGER M. Gales, February 21st, 2014)

djtigerm .
Posted: 1 second ago
Replied: 2 seconds ago
Thumbs up and it's funny and all (especially after "My Man Hank..." ) well done nicely edited and all that
too. Add another rating to the current 48,697 Positives because yes it is really good and yes Jimmy
Fallon does a slamming job. =) On a more serious note however, I do not stave off the reflection of
human pain...
The Evolution Control Committee did something very similar to this and were brought under legal fire
for it when people like Us (and yes I include Jimmy Fallon) were seen as “Anti-Socials” and “Geeks” (and
NOT in the good way as it is perceived today. The implication was “There is something wrong with you.”)
Now what law tried to kill is so cool so “in” that mainstream media replicates it. I think that’s awesome.
However…
Sometimes (at least), it almost seems like passion is paid with Punishment. The Evolution Control
Committee did not make millions of dollars. They did it for the love of the idea. I think that Jimmy loves
the idea too – otherwise it would not be on the show – what I don’t think is cool is how envy works.
Those who mimic “true love” and resell it as “making love” although “love” is intangible and cannot be
made “by having sex” – it seems “the stuff you can buy” is publicly sold. People complain what’s wrong
and all and yet at the same time “buy into” what is sold to them. AMVs as art: not valid. MTV = Valid.
That is an allegory.
In all honesty, I DO personally believe that Jimmy Fallon really IS a ‘goofy nethead’ who was just as
ridiculed and turned down for prom and labeled “Anti-Social” as many of us on the internet were
between the 1990s and early 2000s. For this–I respect he and his show.
Where the disagreement is born is when a 12 year old girl is brought under legal fire by the RIAA for
downloading music online “to make an example of” what NOT to do–and at the same time on terrestrial
radio is given the message, “Hip-Hop background music began when DJs heard music they liked and put
samples from old records into a beat and then rapped lyrics over it” in a documentary Hollywood
produced. And then she is punished for by the very same people who “Produced to educate her” in the
realm of entertainment for “illegal downloading.”
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Stream 76 [Continued] [page 2.] (TIGER M. Gales, February 21st, 2014)
Where the disagreement is born is when it’s cool for Verizon to “share illegal content” but Kim Dot Com
and his family are pounded and hounded by the FBI for the exact same thing–because Megaupload is
not part of corporate North America (which by the way people of the U.S.A. – is ONE PART of “America”
so saying “She’s American” or “He’s American” does not let it be known if a person is from “South,
Central” or “North” America… people are too possessive sometimes in my humble opinion…)
Where the disagreement is born is that when I’ve spent nearly half of an hour of my life that I will not
ever get back typing all of these words out passionately – first in a Microsoft Word Document to make
sure a glitch doesn’t remove it should it not post the first time to YouTube – the “top rated” comment is
STILL going to wind up being a negative and non-constructive comment like “TV sucks and Jimmy Fallon
is A liar…” OR a-no-thought-typed one-liner or obvious statement like “Jimmy Fallon is Funny on this”
ARGH! I give up on attempting to understand humanity. *sighs* I was born into a family that was next
door to the Family Doctor who delivered my siblings and I in our small city who ironically later became
Mayor (no hogwash and going somewhere with this so please don’t read into that sentence). I have
been to not one, not two, not THREE, but FIVE different colleges and have majored in over 8 programs.
(And have the accredited proof to show it – again – not tooting my own horn. Going somewhere…)
Social Science, Performing Arts (before I ever knew who Lady Gaga was…), Psychology, Business… I grew
up a Video Gamer and dealt with strict militant parenting (Dad Navy S.E.A.L. and business degree holder,
Mom a musician who became a College Professor and English Doctorate holder) and Blizzard Entertainment
made me feel special this year when Platinum Rank 1 was achieved in the game StarCraft 2.
I’m told that I’m handsome and I’m told that I have a great face and personality and yet I decided to do
the “anonymous DJ thing” out of passion for music and art. I’m not Deadmau5 and I’m not Daft Punk.
One of my brothers works Boeing (yes the jet company) and spent time in the Air Force and another
opened our city’s “Only School of Music” as a Conservatory of Music. I worked there. But to what avail?
I’m not Eminem – but if I speak my mind just as candid or promptly I’m liable to be “banned.”
If I remix Katy Perry my video is liable for being taken down by Universal Music Group. If Jimmy Fallon
wanted to remix every single Hollywood movie released – NBC could license any film in existence for use
by NBC. And this is true not only for me – also true for the majority of our world.
Wikipedia takes down my articles telling me I’m not relevant. An “invalid” like in GATTACA. It doesn’t
make a difference that I have an album on iTunes, Amazon, and CDBaby. I’m not sponsored like Fallon.
Jimmy Wales, who I respect, began Wikipedia for You and I. Not so sure about that anymore but w/e.
I wasn’t born in a big city. In fact. The city was almost a town. I get “Funny Video Ideas” that were not
“manufactured” or “funded” by large networks. Before – the internet was “our little outlet” for NOT
being a “Household Name” and to tell our stories. Now – everyone is on the same level. Awesome!
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Stream 76 [Continued] [page 3.] (TIGER M. Gales, February 21st, 2014)
I am not a DJ or Video Director that views “all these people” as “competition” but rather “contributive.”
I am inclined to believe that a “Feature of Peace” for humanity has not ever been nearer during any age.
If we take note Zeitgeist: Moving Forward and come up with a system besides money to attribute social
status and “reason-to-exist” in modern human society – equalization may become a reality this century.
Although I’ve my disagreements with some of Peter Joseph’s theories and Brett Gaylor’s views –We no
longer “go to war” every other week as was done in ages pass. We celebrate Olympics now. Play games.
Time is The Great Equalizer and within it – we will likely NOT end up Blowing each other up.
That’s the good news.
The other side of the coin is that Mike Judge’s comedy film “Idiocracy” may indeed be imminent…
And You see… there is no separating the atoms even when they are split. That’s an allegory.
We are all made up of the same things and whether people keep “pushing aside” the “Napsters” and
“Limewires” and suing the 12 Year olds from large organizations – then “taking the idea” and calling it
“New” to become popular themselves – We all contribute to OurStory. I’ll die though knowing that as
Felicia Day and The Guild sing: “I’m The One That’s Cool…”
Funny thing is… I can remix HER song without worrying about Universal Music Group taking down my
contribution to Our World after pouring passion and unrecoverable time into an artist I admire.
“*Prostitute:* I NEVER FEIGNED LOVE. *Court Judge:* THEN FOR WHA DID THEY PAY YOU? *Prostitute:*
FOR THE DREAM OF LOVE... AS IT CANNOT EXIST IN THIS WORLD THAT YOU'VE CREATED.” –Dangerous
Beauty (OK actually the “Prostitute” is a “Courtesan” which IS different… closer to a “Geisha…” but w/e)

F.I.L.,
-WAM! DJ, TIGER M! ^_~*
In Response To A 2 Minute Music-News Mash-Up / Comedy Music Skit Uploaded by:

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon ·1,194 videos
Where Proudly Published: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YCeIgt7hMs
Tiger M. Gales: 8:33 PM, EST, February 21st, 2014, North America (My Very First Comment of THIS YEAR! ^_^)
*****
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*****

Stream 77 (TIGER M. Gales, February 21st, 2014)

djtigerm .
Posted: 1 second ago
Replied: 1 second ago
I'm very glad that We got a "Geek" into Mainstream Media like Jimmy Fallon. =)
They called Us "Anti-Socials" and "Addicts" and "Netheads" and everything else...
Until society followed suit and "Message Boards "became "Social Networks" and
"YouTube" "VEVO" and "Myspace" became MTV. Nice Homage Jimmy & NBC! ^_^
Obviously what we're doing is helping people enjoy themselves and stop arguing to the point of war... so
um... would You please stop suing Us for Homage and taking down Our Remixes and locking up the Kim
Dot Coms of the World?
“What is Is.” - Misato Katsuragi, Hideki Anno's Neon Genesis Evangelion (Japanese Anime Series GAINAX)

F.I.L.,
-WAM! DJ, TIGER M! ^_~*
In Response To A 3 Minute Homage Dance Video / Comedy Dance Video Uploaded by:

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon ·1,194 videos
Where Proudly Published: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTpn30Pms8I
Tiger M. Gales: 8:57 PM, EST, February 21st, 2014, North America
*****
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And Stream Is Over For February 2014! And Begins Again Next Month! ^_^
Happy Holidays Everybody! =D
Many thanks for reading and PLEASE look forward to NEXT Month’s Journals!
(Next Month’s Series of Comments Will Be For: April 2014! ^_^)
Stay YOU and
Stay Awesome!
F.I.L.,
-WAM! DJ, TIGER M! ^_~*

Brought To You By:
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Thank You For Reading! ^_^ See You Again Next Month – World Willing!
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